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Andreas Kainz

- Maintainer of Breeze Icons
  - 2.768 svg Icons
  - 99.9% finished icon theme
  - Default for KDE, Ubuntu, OS-X, LibreOffice Online

- Icon Extension Manager
  TDF#110742
  - Office 2013 icons
  - Numix icons
Gnome & KDE
Windows 7 & 10
Different Toolbar Layouts

Default Toolbar

Groupedbar Full

Groupedbar Compact

Tabbed compact
Different Toolbar Layouts

- Default Toolbar Layout
  - High configurable
  - Well known from users
  - Oldscool vs. compact

- Sidebar Layout
  - Use of widescreens
  - Big improvement in past and future
Different Toolbar Layouts

- **Groupedbar Full**
  - Simple by default, powerful when needed
  - Main features with one click available
  - Simple = one click, Advanced two clicks
  - Grouped/Structured Layout
  - No useless items (labels are drop down menus)
  - All main features in groups on the main page mean that you need screen wide
Different Toolbar Layouts

- Groupedbar Compact
  - Simple by default, powerful when needed
  - Main features with one click available
  - Simple = one click, Advanced two clicks
  - Grouped/Structured Layout
  - No useless items (labels are drop down menus)
  - All main features in groups on the main page mean that you need screen wide
  - Icon labels have no space
Different Toolbar Layouts

- Tabbed
  - Grouped by Tabbs
  - Toolbar height is large
  - Wide for action labels is possible
Different Toolbar Layouts

- Tabbed Compact
  - Grouped by Tabbs
  - Toolbar height is minimal
  - Wide for action labels is possible
  - Menubar items in drop down menu on the right
Summary

- Beautiful UI
  - Light/Dark Theme
  - Firefox Personas

- Different Layouts for different Users/Devices
  - Toolbar default
  - Toolbar compact
  - Menubar
  - Sidebar
  - Tabbed Toolbar
  - Notebookbar Grouped full
  - Notebookbar Grouped compact
  - Contextual
  - Contextual compact

- Well integrated community with extensions for
  - Icons
  - Notebookbar.ui files